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noise
Creativity and the associated thought and action processes are highly subjective 
and abstract. Creativity can practically develop it self at any given time or place. 
Only a unique and at the same time different starting point can be common in 
every creative process.

Form , structure  and things are allways percepted in a biased manner. They are 
thought off, thought through and they are finally broken down to pieces. One  will 
doubt them, one will think them through again until, after a nearly never ending 
cycle one will set them together again. A new entity of own thoughts develops, 
materializes and refrains.

In my photographic work called "noise" I try to explore the subject of creativity and 
the developement of an artist in the making of his work step  by step. The core of 
this exploration is the conncept of breaking down and stripping thoughts to a 
layer of bareness.



Not till a complete contention with an idea, a periphery and one self is completed 
a creative process can have an output. An artist is in the need to fully present 
thoughts and feelings in front of his or her own eye in order to understand, re-
arrange and display them in form of art in front of others.

Bareness in a artistic and creative context refers to the release of concrete 
imaginations of things in order to free them and to create new concepts. In this 
sense bareness can be a possible unique  starting point.

The pictures of this series symbolize in a simple and minimalistic way, known as 
well as unknown steps and tools in the complex mixture of an creative process. By 
having the idea of bareness in mind each of the pictures forms subjective thoughts 
for every creative-minded human . . .
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About the artist

Ch. Taudt is a young and upcoming artist who thinks that a critical 
observation and evaluation of himself and the world around him is his 
duty. Photography in this sense is his tool of choice for the presentation 
and reflection his thoughts and impressions.

His primary concern is to break open ones mind on the artificial layer and 
is the dissolution of  preoccupied schemes of thought by reducing and 
minimalising the contents of his pictures to its essentials. These, 
sometimes piece-like visual experiences animate the viewer to a 
differentiated and subjective perception.



contact
Questions, thoughts, suggestions or critique?
Feel free to contact the artist:

e-mail: chtaudt@yahoo.de
flickr-user: chtaudt
web: chtaudtphotographie.wordpress.com

© for all texts and photos : Christopher Taudt
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